
                                                             Case Study   
 

Tower Cleaning Under Load 
Narrative 

In mid-August 2013, the primary operator for Operations at the 509th Maintenance Group 
requested a trial of BiCARBUS B00ST resonance technology scale treatment to assist in 
eliminating scale buildup on Tower P3 of Building 100. Previous descaling efforts had used 
the leading descalant, Rydlyme. However, Rydlyme not only required the tower to be taken 
off-line before treatment, it also caused significant corrosion to the tower. Representatives 
from BiCARBUS B00ST had claimed the tower could remain online and that scale removal 
would occur at a pH above 8.5, which seemed implausible. 
 

The tower, an Evapco Condenser 1000 ton, was evaluated with BiCARBUS B00ST distribu-
tors. Conditions were established for descaling Tower P3 during 24/7 operations. On August 
29, BiCARBUS B00ST representatives met with base personnel and began treating the tow-
er. 
 

The original condition of the chiller tubes was difficult to capture since the tower had to 
remain active. Nevertheless, significant white scale is depicted in the “before” BiCARBUS 
B00ST treatment picture on the left. Condensing tubes were bridged and diffusers were 
often clogged. Previously, the spray nozzles on top had been mechanically cleaned.  
 

Spray patterns indicated condenser tubing was severely impacted. After treatment, the 
tubing reflected that scale removal efforts were successful. Note: The pH remained at an 
average level of 8.8.  
 

The tower basin was also cleaned during operation and under load utilizing a solid backed 
rake to scrape the basin floor. Scales being released during treatment caused increased 
water turbidity and scale accumulation on the basin floor. Tubing scale was noticed to be 
accumulating in the basin after a series of BiCARBUS treatments.  
 

ORP increases when BiCARBUS B00ST is added. Initially, elevated ORP levels decrease in a 
short period of time, an indication that “demand” is suppressing oxidants which release the 
calcium deposits (scale). 
 

BiCARBUS B00ST does not dissolve calcium deposits into the water, as opposed to acidified 
descalants. Instead, BiCARBUS B00ST “releases” bicarbonate scale. 
 
 

How BiCARBUS B00ST Works 

The presence of accumulated organic deposits, or bioscales, within a water system indicate 
that bio-colonies have become chlorine resistant thereby enabling the colony to form path-
ogenesis. 
 

Bicarbonate scales are the direct result of bacteria using “quorum sensing” molecules to 
form resistance on pipes and walls in distribution systems, actually higher and higher levels 
of oxidation so that ongoing chlorine compounds have little effect. 
 

BiCARBUS B00ST is formulated to block “quorum sensing” to eliminate calcified bioscale 
structures. 
 

BiCARBUS B00ST is enhanced sodium hypochlorite to achieve increased residuals. 
 

BICARBUS B00ST is used in much the same manner as adding fuel treatment to remove 
deposit buildup in your vehicle’s fuel lines and engine parts. 

BiCARBUS B00ST is a trademark of R-Hangel LLC  *Patent Pending 

         BiCARBUS B00ST treatment is a green/nonhazardous solution and is NSF  

        Standard 60 Certified as a scale control product for drinking water systems. 

                           Click here to view the BiCARBUS B00ST NSF-60 Certification. 

Customer 
 

    Lockheed Martin at 
    Hill Air Force Base 
    Utah 
 

      

Challenge 
 

   Previous descaling efforts had 
   used the leading descalant,  
   Rydlyme, that not only required 
   the tower to be taken off-line be- 
   fore treatment, it also caused sig- 
   nificant corrosion to the tower.  
 

Results 
 

   Base personnel and the primary 
   operator were satisfied with the 
   results of the trial. The tower clean- 
   ing was conducted online without 
   interruption, and organic deposits 
   were removed within four days.  
   Consequently, the cooling system 
   was placed on an on-going treat- 
   ment program with BiCARBUS 
   B00ST. 
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For more information: 
801.510.2802 

www.bicarbus.com  

BiCARBUS 

B00ST 

Scaled tubes before the BiCARBUS B00ST treatment. 

The tubes after BiCARBUS B00ST treatment (the tower 
was taken off-line for 15 minutes final inspection). 
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